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64: Playing with 
Priestley: Creative Ways 
with An Inspector Calls 
Writing and performing 
playscripts for additional 
scenes 
 

Rachel Lynch’s unit of work shows 
how creative (or ‘re-creative’) 
writing can build students’ 
understanding of dramatic language 
and stagecraft 

 
Summary 
This is a dramatic creative writing activity designed to deepen pupil understanding of An Inspector 
Calls as a piece of theatre and heighten their appreciation of Priestley’s stagecraft. Students 
identify those episodes in the play which are alluded to but not seen on stage (for example, Mr 
Birling firing Eva, or Gerald meeting her in the Palace Theatre Bar). In small groups, they choose 
an episode, create a mini-playscript for it, and then perform it.  

 
What’s the point?  

Many pupils seem to struggle to write confidently about the range of methods Priestley uses to 
convey his ideas in An Inspector Calls. The play’s apparent simplicity of plot and language, and the 
narrow range of quite strongly delineated characters seem to encourage pupils to summarise the 
story rather than engage with Priestley’s craft as a playwright. By taking on the role of playwright 
themselves, pupils are required to think more carefully about the impact of stage directions, lighting 
decisions, length of speeches, voice and tone, setting, props, and so on. Having had experience of 
harnessing these techniques themselves, they are better equipped to explore critically Priestley’s 
own deployment of them. There are also additional benefits to learning in terms of  

• consolidating understanding of the order of events in the play;  
• application of their increased understanding of stagecraft to their Shakespeare set text; 
• experience of writing with a clear purpose, for a real audience, and for a set of actors who 

will need to be able to interpret their text;  
• and - what can be a rare occurrence in the classroom but more common in the working 

world - the experience of collaborative writing. 

 

In the classroom 
I tend to do this project over a series of three lessons having completed a close reading of the play 
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with mixed ability Year 10 classes, and before commencing a sequence of lessons on characters 
and themes, so that pupils’ consideration of these are informed by their experience of working with 
some of the methods at Priestley’s disposal. Perhaps surprisingly, whether or not they have seen a 
film adaptation of the play seems to make little difference to pupils’ interpretations.  

 

STEP 1: As a starter activity, pupils scan the text to remind themselves of those ‘flashback’ 
episodes that are alluded to, but not seen on stage. In addition to the two examples mentioned 
above, there is also Sheila’s encounter with Eva in Milwards, Eric’s first meeting with her at the 
Palace Theatre Bar, and Eva’s appeal to Mrs Birling’s charity committee.  

An extension to this is to identify entrances and exits to identify points in the play where characters 
might have off-stage interactions. A popular choice amongst pupils is Gerald’s encounter with the 
police constable in the road, but others might include Mrs Birling and Sheila’s conversation while 
Mr Birling, Eric and Gerald are having after-dinner chat, or Mr Birling’s conversation with Sheila 
while the Inspector, Eric and Gerald are all on stage. 

Note: While identifying possible episodes to dramatise is a useful means of retrieving pupil 
knowledge of the sequence of events in the play and reinforcing their understanding of flashbacks 
as a structural feature, more interesting is the opportunity they take to explore other facets of the 
play which intrigue them. A particularly effective playscript was produced by pupils wishing to 
envision the conversation Gerald might have had with Lord and Lady Croft when he told them of 
his engagement to Sheila. This afforded opportunities to explore additional sociolects, the nuances 
of class and the theme of generational conflict, as well as making further parallels such as the 
conversation that might have taken place when Sybil Birling advised her parents she would be 
marrying the lower class Arthur. Another group chose to imagine the exchange that might have 
taken place beyond the end of the play as the characters await the arrival of the second inspector, 
occasioning a thoughtful discussion about Priestley’s manipulation of his audience through plot 
twists, cyclical patterns and cliff-hangers.   

 

STEP 2: Pupils work in groups of 3-5 to prepare their scripts which must be of between 3-5 
minutes duration. Using think-pair-share, the class generates a set of success criteria, e.g: 

• dialogue choices which are appropriate to each character;  
• stage directions which serve to implicitly reinforce aspects of character;  
• symbolic use of props;  
• allusions to the rest of the play.  

These are captured on a display board so that pupils can refer to it as they write, and later as they 
reflect on their performances. 

 

STEP 3: Pupils begin drafting their scripts. To promote equal participation amongst group 
members, you could designate specific responsibilities, e.g. one member to ensure stage 
directions are included; another to act as group scribe; a third to consider the staging of the setting 
and props, etc.  

By the end of the first lesson, groups should have a rough first draft completed. A useful checkpoint 
is to ask them to explain the purpose of their scene: what do they want their audience to think, feel 
or learn as a result of watching their mini-drama, and does the way they have written their script 
consistently support their intentions?  
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STEP 4: The following lesson should take up this thread, with pupils allowed further time to finesse 
their scripts for consistency of purpose and finalise them for performance. Rehearsal time is then 
required – we are lucky enough to have an amphitheatre to facilitate this part of the process, which 
is ideal when there is also some sunny weather!  

 

STEP 5: To increase pupil active engagement as an audience of one another’s work, they continue 
to work as a group with each member designated a specific facet of the performance to assess. 
These could include: 

• the impressions created by the way the actors say their lines or their movements, 

• whether the way they speak seems appropriate for their character, 

• whether there are any allusions to other parts of the play, 

• how they were left feeling by the end – were they amused, shocked? Did it make them see 
a character in a new light? 

 

STEP 6: Depending on the time available, you could invite pupils to write, or deliver verbally, a 
short evaluation of how useful they found the process of writing and performing their own mini-
playscript and watching the work of others. For example, did it help them to: 

• revise their knowledge of the plot? 

• revise or develop their understanding of some of the characters? 

• revise or develop their understanding of the differences between a play and a novel? 

• develop their ability to think critically about methods such as props and stage directions? 

 

Tips and techniques 
Clearly this is a play with some difficult episodes: a frank discussion at the start of the project to set 
out some boundaries is probably wise. That discussion in itself can serve as a useful spring-board 
for consideration of the play’s impact at the time it was first performed, and debate on the themes 
of morality and legality.  

Inevitably, there will be pupils who feel too self-conscious to perform. In a recent class, one such 
group of pupils came up with a proposal to write a monologue as Eva on the evening that she is 
turned down by Mrs Birling’s charity committee. They then directed me in a performance of it. 
Another route for non-performers could be to serve as an interim audience while pupils rehearse 
their playscripts, offering work-in-progress feedback; alternatively, or additionally, they could write 
they own entries for Eva’s diary. In an extension of Mick Connell’s excellent ‘Molly Message’ (see 
IllumiNATE 56), one of my pupils recently wrote such an entry to record Eva’s encounter with the 
photographer who produced the photocard the Inspector shows to some of the other characters. 

In the lessons that follow this sequence, pupils speak and write with more confidence about the 
Priestley’s stagecraft, characterisation and thematic ideas. They immensely enjoy the creative 
process, making one of their GCSE set texts their own, and experiencing first-hand the ‘play’ 
involved in a play. 

 


